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Enrollment No: _______________________         Exam Seat No:_______________________ 

C.U.SHAH UNIVERSITY 
Summer Examination-2019 

 

Subject Name: Professional Etiquettes - I  
Subject Code: 4SC05PEF1    Branch: B.Sc. (All)  

Semester: 5        Date: 12/03/2019   Time : 10:30 To 01:30        Marks : 50 

 

Instructions: 

(1) Use of Programmable calculator & any other electronic instrument is prohibited. 
(2) Instructions written on main answer book are strictly to be obeyed. 
(3) Draw neat diagrams and figures (if necessary) at right places. 
(4) Assume suitable data if needed. 

 
Q-1  Attempt the following questions from Wings of Fire: (10)  

 a)  In which island town was Kalam born?   

 b)  What was the profession of Pakshi Lakshmana Sastry?  

 c)  Kalam had completed B.Sc. With _______ before he went for engineering.  

 d)  with his detour to engineering Kalam went to ______________  

 e)  Kalam had to opt for the specific subject in second years. Which subject did he chose? 

 f)  Kalam participated in an essay competition organised by Tamil Sangam and 

wrote an article entitled as ___________. 

 

 g)  India’s first SLV-3 lifted successfully off from SHAR on the date _______. 

 h)  What was TERLS in the Wings of Fire?  

 i)  Give full form of RATO:  

 j)  What is INCOSPAR?  

    

Attempt any four questions from Q-2 to Q-8 

Q-2  Attempt all questions (10) 

 A Write a short note on Problem-Solving.  

 B Briefly explain the 5 D’s of Goal Setting:  

    

Q-3  Attempt all questions (10) 

 A ‘Although childhood defines the personality, there are chances to develop 

optimism at maturity’ Discuss in the light of Wings of Fire. 
 

 B What is the importance of soft skills at work place?  

    

Q-4  Attempt all questions (10) 

 A What was special about the author’s interview at INCOSPAR in Wings of Fire?  

 B Write a short note on Importance of positive attitude:  

    

Q-5  Attempt all questions (10) 

 A Why was Sriharikota chosen to be the site of the rocket launch station?  

 B Differentiate High Self Esteem and Low Self Esteem  

    

Q-6  Attempt all questions (10) 
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 A Mention the Key features of meeting in detail.  

 B Write a short note on Self Awareness:  

    

Q-7  Attempt all questions (10) 

 A Express in detail, What is stress management?  

 B How to draft minutes of a conducted meeting?  

    

Q-8  Justify the Theory of Maslow with pyramid with full detail: (10) 
 


